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Introduction
The recent ICU-CCU evidence-based built environment 
literature (2005-2022) expresses a typology of nine primary 
areas of concern:

Nature engagement and outdoor views —The influence of exposure to 
nature as well as representations of nature, with focus on measures of 
stress reduction outcomes;

Family accommodations in the ICU-CCU environment —The role of 
family involvement and the influence of family input in unit design and 
amenities provided;

Spatial configuration and amenity —Physical layout, staff affordances, 
proxemic relationships, i.e., staff travel distances, sight lines, single 
versus semiprivate rooms;

Noise considerations —Deleterious effects of noise and involuntary 
distractions on patient and staff well-being, patient delirium, and noise 
mitigation measures on occupant outcomes;

Artificial and natural lighting —Adverse effects of excessive light on 
occupant well-being, the benefits of informative views, ventilation, 
ambient light levels on patient outcomes;

Patient safety and infection control —Types and prevalence of 
adverse medical events in ICU-CCUs, mitigation, and improving patient 
outcomes;

Portable field hospitals and disaster mitigation including COVID-
19 —Functionality of hospital adaptations and redeployable field 
hospitals in natural disasters and in COVID-19;

ICU-CCU ecological sustainability—Recent advancements in energy 
efficiency, materiality, facility design and daily operations;

Recent and prognosticated design trends—Therapeutic design 
affordances and unit performance optimization.



What are IVEs?—Immersive Virtual Environment (IVE) 
simulation represents a breakthrough method to test and assess the 
appropriateness of unbuilt (pre-occupancy) as well as built (post-
occupancy) healthcare physical environments. However, this 
technology is yet to be used as a facility planning, design, or 
evaluative tool in hospital-based ICU-CCU settings in either context.

The aims of this presentation are:

1. To review recent IVE research in healthcare contexts in the context 
of the broader recent ICU-CCU literature, comparing/contrasting 
studies from the end user’s perspective (see References provided at 
conclusion),

2. To assess interdisciplinary IVE strategies as a design visualization 
tool in ICU-CCU settings, drawing from a recent exploratory pilot 
project between SickKids, UbiSoft Toronto, and the University of 
Toronto’s Centre for Design + Health Innovation.
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1. Crafting Virtual Space

Intent:
The intent of this pilot collaboration was to outline the features needed 
to create or license a Unity plugin for use in evaluating multiple ICU-
CCU unit design scenarios for pre-testing in a virtual environment with 
a high level of representational accuracy. This plugin will allow multiple 
design scenarios to be comparatively evaluated by ICU-CCU direct 
care providers. Unity plugins recommended include Floor Map 
Designer—Realtime Procedural Rooms Editor.

Virtual Space Requirements:
· The spatial configuration toolset is to consist of basic architectural 

elements that can be modified to represent an existing scape or a 
proposed space, based on to-scale drawings.

· Wall thicknesses should be thick enough to support lighting and light 
bleeding issues (15-30cm).

· Door frames should support double and single frame sizes.
· Doors should be included and interactive.
· Windows should be free form scalable as there are many non-

standard window aperture sizes in ICU-CCU settings.
· Floors, walls and ceilings should have drag/drop capabilities.
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1. Crafting Virtual Space (Cont.)

Props Requirements:
· Props should drag and drop from an asset library and not 

scalable as they are based on real-world measurements.
· A process should be in place to allow new equipment and 

furnishings (assets) to be added in the future.
· Props should be able to be reasonably picked up and moved, 

with collisions of objects and avatars noted in the gamespace, 
i.e. handheld medical equipment, caregivers bumping into one 
another as well as:

· Varying sizes and types of beds
· Assorted types and sizes of carts
· Different types and positions of monitors and regulators
· Bedside tables and trays
· Other equipment and tools in the room
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1. Crafting Virtual Space (Cont.)

Lighting requirements:
· Dynamic external and internal light sources: The sun should be 

rotatable to match the time of day, light fixtures turn off and on, 
luminosity and shadows recalculated per frame.

Audio Requirements:
· Audio can be placed in layers to simulate ambient noise, spatial 

noise and directional noise. Unity’s audio function allows full 
spatialization and propagation. This plugin can be supplemented 
with Wwise by Audiokinetics. This allows for simulated “real” 
audio events. Sampled actual audio can ensure parity with real-
world events in ICU-CCUs.

· Ambient sound effects (hallway chatter, PA messages, etc.) 
should be categorized by type (Ambience, Foley, Prop Sounds) 
and archived so game designers have appropriate sound effects 
when dropping props in to the virtual gamespace.

Scripting Requirements:
· Scenarios can be created that direct timed actions within the 

IVE's scripted events. These scripted modules reference props, 
i.e., a rolling supply cabinet.
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2. Navigating Virtual Space

Intent:
Once the IVE spaces are created, the intent is then to allow for 
gamespace occupants to interact with these IVEs to a degree that 
closely replicates a live ICU-CCU environment. Within the IVE, 
individuals can use VR movement controls in multiple ways:

· Smooth—Avatar movement is the smooth movement that 
closely simulates walking, with direct control of speed, direction 
of movement, and orientation of the camera at all times.

· Blink—Teleportation movement is a point-to-point experience 
requiring line of sight which immediately teleports the individual 
to the new location. This is often preferred by persons subject to 
VR motion sickness.

· Shift—Shift movement, which is a hybrid of the two above, 
involves the individual selecting a destination point within line of 
sight, and rather than manually navigating or teleporting, the 
avatar is translated through the space (world pulling).
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2. Navigating Virtual Space (Cont.)

Environmental Collision:
· In IVEs, individuals can bump into fixed and non-fixed 

objects (props). Collision with a static object (such as a 
wall) prevents the individual from moving further in that 
direction and trajectory. Collision with dynamic props will 
move it a fixed distance in response.

Interpersonal Collision:
· Collision may occur with other individuals, i.e., patient, 

other participants. This results in a gentle push apart vis-
à-vis Teleport and Blink functions.

Heat Maps:
Floorplan heatmaps are a useful metric to document high and 
low trafficked areas within the IVE. They allow continuous data 
gathering of what one looks at, for how long, where hands were 
placed during the session, and where collisions occurred.
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3. Participant Interactions Within IVEs

Intent:
Identify and model patient/caregiver interactions in the IVE to 
simulate actual patient care scenarios. At start of the session, 
scripted scenarios are presented that can play out in the IVE. 
These scenarios range from simple vital sign monitoring and 
blood draw tasks to emergency events required lighting fast 
team-based decision-making. Sessions should be recorded and 
reviewed, including assessments of multiple architectural design 
scenarios.

Game-Within-Game Options:
· These allow for a given event or task to be the sole focus.

AI Applications:
· Higher fidelity IVEs require a “patient” that is AI-driven.
· Examples: The Johnson & Johnson Institute:

https://jnjinstitute.com/en-us/virtual-reality.htm
and Oxford University:
https://oxfordmedicalsimulation.com.htm/

https://jnjinstitute.com/en-us/virtual-reality.htm
https://oxfordmedicalsimulation.com.htm/
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4. Customization

Hand Representation:
In IVEs the individual’s point of view is governed by two 
customizable hands that record dominant hand selection, hand 
size, and glove type and color. This occurs before start of 
session and become one’s user profile (or can be chosen from 
default options).

Full Body Representation:
Within IVEs, patients, staff, and other individuals can be 
represented by full avatars that depict:

· Gender representation
· Race
· Height and Build
· Hair color and style
· Facial features
· Clothing type and color
· PPE
· Virtual nametags
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5. The Interactive IVE Experience

Intent:
The IVE experience should accommodate a maximum of ten 
individuals concurrently. Individuals can join or leave the gamespace 
independently.

Verbal Communication:
· Activated through the VR device’s built-in audio and voice 

system

Spatial Locomotion:
· Uninterrupted (Smooth mode) versus interrupted movement 

(Blink and Shift modes) can cause individuals to become out of 
sync with one another. Note: Complex scenarios with many 
interacting at once are difficult to simulate.

Metrics:
· Metrics in interactive IVE space focus on collisions between 

individuals, fixed, and non-fixed objects (Props). Each 
collision should be recorded to determine the source. Similarly, 
spatial heat maps identify key points and objects of 
interest, to verify information and uncover redundancies.
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Anticipating the Future

· How to best simulate audio-visual bird’s-eye (overhead) versus 
‘on the ground’ (frontal) recording of caregiver team movements 
and interactions,

· How to best simulate multiple architectural design scenarios of 
individual rooms versus unit-level simulations in “real time.”

· How to best record heatmaps of spatial hot zones and translate 
these data for use by architects and allied specialists.

· How to best simulate and assess third person-observer walk-
through ghosting, sightline and functional adjacency optimization, 
room-unit navigation, sensory deprivation conditions, 
engagement with nature, and family/visitor supports.

· How to best create open access design and health AI-based 
libraries in the metaverse devoted to viewing and learning about 
IVEs—to improve the salutogenic design quality and functionality of 
future ICU-CCUs.
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